TOPOGRAPHY

- Structures parallel to contours to reduce groundwork to a minimum
- View / Sunset
- Forestry taller than school gables

HIERARCHY OF MEETING PLACES

- Semi-private; porches
- Semi-public; squares, library
- Public; exhibition, auditorium

CIRCULATION

- Streets / adapted for handicap
- Pathways
- Alleyways

DIAGRAM
KOYAKI GUIDING SCHOOL
LIVING QUARTERS

USE:

STRUCTURE:

REUSE:

CLASSROOM / DINING ETC.

USE:

STRUCTURE:

REUSE:

SKYLIGHTS / VENTILATION

USE:

STRUCTURE:

REUSE:

THE CONCEPT: REUSE; LIGHTWEIGHT TENT STRUCTURES - EASY REMOVABLE - REUSE FOR HOUSING

SOCIAL AREAS / CLASSROOMS - BASED ON SIMPLE AND INEXPENSIVE MODULS

PUBLIC USE / SHOPS / LIGHT INDUSTRY

Mellbye Interiør Arkitektur Arkitekter

DIAGRAM
KOYAKI GUIDING SCHOOL
KITCHEN - FACADES
KOYAKI GUIDING SCHOOL
STUDENT DINING - FACADES
KOYAKI GUIDING SCHOOL
SLEEPING AREAS
KOYAKI GUIDING SCHOOL

SLEEPING AREA 1
GUIDE SCHOOL ACCOMMODATION
40 STUDENT
TYPE A

SLEEPING AREA 2
EDUCATIONAL STAFF
12
TYPE A AND C
OPERATING STAFF
4
TYPE B

SLEEPING AREA 3
EDUCATIONAL VOLUNTEER TOURISTS
24 P.
TYPE A
VOLUNTEER EDUCATIONAL TOURISM
40 P.
TYPE B

SLEEPING AREA 4
RESEARCH VISITING PROFESSOR
8 P.
TYPE C

PARK
TERRACED
TENT TYPE B (4 BEDS) - FACADES
KOYAKI GUIDING SCHOOL
TENT TYPE A (8 BEDS) - PLAN
KOYAKI GUIDING SCHOOL